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© 1996-2014, Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates In the September 2015 issue of National Geographic, journalist Brian Christie's story, Ivory Tracking, began with a brilliant idea: Design artificial elephant tusks, complete with GPS devices, and monitor where they travel. With the help of experts, tusks have become a reality and traveled
across Africa.While Central Africa has lost 64% of its elephant population in just a decade from poaching, effectively tracking and eliminating the illegal ivory trade will do much more than just protect wildlife. Illegal proceeds from this trade help support some of the most brutal militias, terrorist organizations and paramilitary groups across
East Africa.The map below shows the path of tusks: Courtesy of National Geographic 592 miles, 53 days to begin with, Christie asked taxidermist George Dante and quintin Kermin, founder and president of Telemetry Solutions, to lend their expertise to the project. Real ivory is hard to pass on. First, it doesn't melt when you hold the flame
to it. Genuine ivory also has Shchreger lines - small flaws on the tusk cut, much like the rings on the tree trunk that show the elephant's age. Despite these difficulties, Dante created such a plausible version that Christie and his editor were detained overnight at Tanzania's airport. Officials thought the tusks were real, though Christie and
his editor had notes from the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service and National Geographic certification tusks were artificial. After navigating several other hiccups, Christie dropped tusks directly into the ivory supply chain through the coastal town of Mboki in the Central African Republic.In the first 16 days, tusks moved 242 miles, an average of
about 16 miles a day, to cross the border into Sudan. On the 19th day, tusks entered Kafia Kingi, a disputed territory in Sudan probably controlled by the Lord's Resistance Army, a murderous, peripheral Christian organization led by Joseph Kony. Since the 1980s, the LRA has sought to overthrow the Ugandan government and impose
Kony's interpretation of Christian theocracy. The tusks remain in Kafia Kingi for three weeks. In the days from 42 to 52, they began to travel faster, probably in vehicles rather than on foot. After traveling 592 miles, the next day 53 temperature sensors hinted tusks were inside the building or buried underground, their last known place when
the story is published. In May 2013, poachers, together with the Seleka rebel group, killed 26 elephants in Dzanga Bai, a mineral-rich watering hole in the Central African Republic. Photo J. Michael Fay, Wildlife Conservation Society/National Geographic Ivory as a savings account For decades of its existence, LRA areas in Uganda and
the Democratic Republic of the Congo - the former zair - with the mass rape of women and girls, girls, boys as child soldiers and brutal acts of mutilation, which included cutting off the lips and women's breasts. National Geographic's September 2015 issue on newsstands. Courtesy of National Geographic. Michael Onen, a defector from
Kony's army presence in Garamba National Park, a World Heritage site known for its elephants, told Christie that Kony was using ivory as a savings account. By assembling it, the LRA can accumulate potential wealth for many years, which it can exchange later for ammunition and materials to continue fighting. With Kony's presence in
Garamba, evidence that his men were killing elephants became apparent around the park. Christie heard gun flicks while navigating the grasses, and the carcasses lay next to unconqued hand grenades. The kidnapped victims even told stories of being fed elephant meat. When Christie asked a group of children in a village 30 miles from
Garamba how many of them had visited the park, no one raised their hand. How many of you have been kidnapped by the LRA? Got the opposite answer. Despite a group of armed men patrolling the Garamba front line against Kony's men and other terrorist groups, Garamba has lost thousands of elephants since Kony moved in 2006
when 4,000 elephants thrived. Chad's zakuma National Park has gotten worse: 90% of its population has been lost since 2002, the majority from 2005 to 2008 at the hands of poachers, according to Christy.Cross-border ivory trade was not the only armed group to use the ivory trade to fund. In exchange for ivory, Christie notes that the
LRA has received heavy weapons from Sudanese military contingents in the war-torn Sudanese region of Darfur.The Sudanese Janjaweed militia, which is responsible for many atrocities in Darfur, is also believed to be involved in the cross-border ivory trade, including high-profile poaching operations in Cameroon. Christie notes that,
according to another defector from LRA, Seleka sold a stockpile of about 300 elephant tusks. Wealth from this trade allowed the group to have enough weapons to topple CAR President Francois Bozize in 2013. Since seleka Muslims largely inspired the CAR government, the country has been tormented by a spiral of counter-offensives
and violent attacks of Christian vengeance against the country's Muslim minority bordering on ethnic cleansing. Rangers practice their riding skills in the National Park of Sakuma, Chad. The park has four mounted teams of rangers because horses are the only way to effectively patrol during the rainy season when elephants head to dry
ground outside the park. Photograph: Brent Stirton/National Geographic All Images in this story from Tracking Ivory in 2015 issue Geographical, on newsstands now. This author was created to separate those items that have ISBNs, but not really books. For more information, see the guide and/or start the stream in the Librarians
Group.When an item that is not a book is imported through ISBN's Goodreads, it's not good to remove it: the item will only be reimmitted as long as it stays on the filing site. (Often these are book-related items that are author-in-the-author was created to separate those items that have ISBNs, but not really books. For more information, see
the guide and/or start streaming into the Librarians Group.When an item that is not a book is imported through ISBN's Goodreads, it's not good to remove it: the item will only be reimimified as long as it stays on the filing site. (Often these are book-related items that are assigned by ISBNs to book producers, so that they can be tracked
through their book systems.) These elements should be passed on to the author of NOT BOOK. This can be done by editing individual book entries and replacing the existing principal author with the author of NOT BOOK, or if all the elements in the author's list are not books, the author can be edited and merged entirely into NOT BOOK.
In the case of the items that are currently attributed to the author, who is a member of the Goodreads Author program, conduct very carefully and contact the author for clarification if there are any questions about the status of the item as a book, especially in the case of calendars, workbooks, or empty books with additional content. These
items are not books: multi-packs of the same book dumpbin, trash can, dumpb, dumpbi, dumpbn, dbin, d/ bin - mixed basket, mixed copy, copy bin, mxd and prepak, ppk, stockpack, stock pack - headline - shrinkwrap, compression wrap, s/wrap, swrap x12, x24, x36, x48, 12c, 24c, 36c, 48c, 12cc, 24cc, 36cc, 48cc, 48cc, 68cc'awbc'   
 counterpack, counter package, cpack, c/pack, counter display - floor display, floordisplay, floor display, floor desp, fd, f/d 18fl, 24fl, 27fl, 36fl (f. - floor display) Clips (DVD or VHS) TV episodes theatrical recordings produced music (esp soundtracks) (but not related notes, free note, or notes in electronic form) stationery accessories
calendars (if not containing additional content) diaries and empty books (if not containing additional content) posters unconnected cards (as opposed to related cards in satin) board games tshirts toys stuffed animals / dolls bookmarks stickers decks of cards (including tarot) puzzles (as opposed to puzzle books) titled Untitled #3 and
represent the placeholder isbNs that have never been used) , all the author's books or all the books in the series where there is no published collection of these works there is a story of bundle This story appears in the September 2015 issue of National Geographic magazine. The wind crashes into me and I frantically grip my ice axis so
as not to be ripped off the mountain face. I push my head towards the snow, calm down and look down. Under my cramps is a 5,000-foot drop. It's like looking down from the open door of an airplane. I am attached to my two comrades, and nothing binds us to grief. Falling here will send all three of us to die. When the wind subsides, I
pound the aluminum lobe in the snow and clip the rope towards it. It wouldn't hold if I had to fall, but gives me enough psychological comfort to continue. I concentrate, methodically waving my ice tools and kicking my cramps. On the stone tree I as I lay anchor and belay my partners, Corey Richards and Renan Ozturk, across the abyss.
Good lead, man! Corey screams over the roar of the wind when he arrives. He rises forward, leaning to the left, looking for a passage up the granite and snow. When Renan reaches me, there is no place on my ledge, so he crosses his own perch. Corey carefully tiptoees his teeth with his cramps along the thin ledge above us and
disappears from sight. Renan and I are waiting, hunched over the wind. We stomp our feet and painfully clap our hands in gloves. We're too far apart to talk. We just stand there, together, but alone, on the side of a snow-covered cliff more than three miles in the sky. After half an hour we start to freeze. After an hour we can no longer feel
our fingers or toes. I can't take it anymore, Renan shouts through his frozen beard. My legs are gone. I have to start moving. Mark Jenkins (standing) and Renan Ozturk pause for lunch within sight of the snow-covered top of Hkakabo Razi (top left). The climbers hoped to be the first to measure the height of the mountain with GPS. We
don't know what Corey is doing over us, but we're so cold, it doesn't matter. Renan starts climbing, and then I follow. We're still connected to each other, so it's important that none of us fall. The rope must be attached to the mountain to catch the fall, but deadly difficulties as is common in mountaineering. When there are no good anchors,
your partners become your anchors, physically and emotionally. You have to entrust your life to their judgments and abilities, and they will entrust their lives to yours. It's the code of the mountains. Renan and I stop in a small rock recess overlooking the north side of the mountain. Through the blowing spindrift we can see Corey traversing
another snow space. It's too dangerous for Renan and me to keep moving. Again, we have to wait. We huddle side by side, we're still freezing. The wind whirls around our bodies, howing and biting at us like invisible hyenas. My legs are cold, says Renan. He means they're close to frost. I wonder, for at least the tenth time on this
expedition, whether this is the end of our quest to climb to the highest peak in Myanmar-a journey that has pushed us to our physical and emotional limits. Far below us on the mountain, other members of our team are pulling for us in spirit. Our base camp manager, Taylor Res, is at the foot of the mountain. The day before we left Hilary
O'Neill and Emily Harrington in Camp 3, a tent nested on a snow-covered ridge line where our weary team had a bitter argument about who would try to get to the top. I tell Renan to take off his boots and sit my feet under my down the park, to my chest. He's got socks and my breasts aren't exactly baked, but that's the best we can do.
The bridge offers a passage through the Tamay River on the way to the base of the mountain. Climbers spent weeks pushing through the dense rainforest, avoiding snakes and rescuing claustrophobia along dark, tunnel paths. When Corey makes his way around the rock prop, we start moving. It takes an hour before we finally regroup on
a thin ledge. Our immediate goal remains much higher than us - the crest of the western ridge, sparkling like the edge of a sword. My lead, says Renan. He starts climbing, wooden-footing his cramps in the snow. He disappears in the sun. The rope tightens, and Corey takes off. After he's gone, I'll follow. When I reach the ridge and push
my face with an icy crust in the sun, it's like poking my head into heaven. Sudden warmth renews my hope. I pull my body on the ridge, and a blanket of sunlight envelops me. After the dark, soul-sucking cold north side, it feels like rebirth. Renan and Corey fell over the ridge to get out of the wind and found a stone platform hanging over
the south side. The sun spreads over the rock like honey. Lunch ledge! I'm roaring, christening our erie. In a few minutes I have our tiny oven roar. Renan takes off his boots and starts rubbing his hands. Corey gets out of his cell and starts clicking the pictures. After more than a week of climbing, this is the first time we can really see the



summit: a steep, radiant pyramid of snow. But we can also see what we have left to climb: a formidable, jagged ridge of rock and snow, guarded by a dozen dagger-like peaks. Stretched to the limit, the team, which included (from left to right) videographer Renan Ozturk, author Mark Jenkins, photographer Corey Richards, climber Emily
Harrington and expedition leader Hilary O'Neill, began to run out of food during the hike. None of us expected us to get that strung, Corey says. Photo Taylor Rees Let's make an old-school adventure, said: expedition to some other remote and unknown place. It was spring 2012, and we're coming down Mount Everest. Hilary is the
hardest woman I've ever met. After climbing Everest, she climbed on her neighbor, Lhotse, with two torn ligaments in her ankle. We had a lot in common. We both grew up loving mountains. We were both married with two children and were trying to find a way to balance family life with expeditions. And we were both disappointed by the
commercialization of Everest and the crowds. We had to go back to what made us climbers from the beginning. But finding a place that is really remote is difficult. The plane will take you to the North or South Pole, you can take a helicopter to the base camp of Everest or Makalu, tourist boats to cruise the Nile and Amazon. The real
distance - somewhere that requires days or even weeks of walking just to reach - has almost disappeared from Earth. And yet I knew the place, the mountain that had long kept me in its thrall. But because of my personal history with him, I didn't want to say anything. After all, after bouncing ideas back and forth-Pakistan, Papua New
Guinea, Kazakhstan- my enthusiasm got the best out of me. What about, I hesitated, Hkakabo Razi? Up to nothing an elite group of climbers is trying to be the first to measure the height of Hkakabo Razi, in Myanmar (Burma) is said to be the highest peak in southeast Asia. But the problems they face are greater than they expected.
Hkakabo Razi (pronounced KA-kuh-bo RAH-zee) is considered the highest peak in Southeast Asia. It is a jagged array of black rocks and white glaciers that rises incredibly from the steaming green jungles of northern Myanmar. Located near the eastern edge of the Himalayas, on the border with Tibet, it was first measured by a British
survey published in 1925 at an altitude of 19,296 feet. This peak is so removed, few climbers have heard of it even today. Getting to the mountain will take a two-week hike through the dense jungle of the torn dive gorge and inhabited by venomous snakes. Hilary was immediately hooked. We planned our expedition before we left
Kathmandu. I learned about Hkakabo in the 1980s when I took a yellowed copy of Burma's Ice Mountains by British explorer Francis Kingdon-Ward. He described his 1937 expedition to the region and his daring attempt to climb the Hkakabo Razi solo. It reached almost 16,000 feet before being stymied by an irresistible granite wall...
beyond my authority. The forces of Kingdon Ward, as I learned reading his many other books, were proteans. A brilliant nerd, a lyrical writer, a tireless plant hunter, and supposedly a British spy, Kingdon Ward was one of those hard-as-iron adventurers in the form of polar explorer Roald Amundsen or Amazonian explorer Percy Fawcett.
Kingdon Ward can through the jungle for months on rice and tea, tea, in his diary at night by the fire. From 1909 to 1956, he made more than 20 expeditions to Central Asia, during which he survived the fall from a cliff and one of the most terrible earthquakes of the century. Along the way he collected hundreds of plants and named many,
including the species of rhododendron and lilies that now adorn gardens around the world. I was fascinated by Kingdon Ward's travels and was determined to make the first ascent of Razi's hkakabo. In the fall of 1993, I recruited my mountaineering buddies Steve Babit, Mike Moe, and Keith Spencer. We called ourselves the Alpine Club of
Wyoming. Mike was my best friend from school in Laramie, and I met Keith and Steve at the University of Wyoming. Since then, Mike and I have made the first climbs in the Rocky Mountains and the first kayaking down the Niger River in West Africa. At the time, the military junta that controlled Burma, later renamed Myanmar, declared
the north closed to foreigners. We naively planned to avoid this obstacle, to get to the mountain from Tibet, illegally crossing the border, traveling lightly and fast without porters. The group's route was through religious sites such as the Mingong Pagoda, near Mandalay, in central Myanmar. Construction began in 1791. The facade was
later divided by an earthquake. We flew to Lhasa with backpacks and continued to wade through eastern Tibet, also closed to foreigners, hooking up trucks behind our backs and talking our way past checkpoints. It took more than a month to get to the foot of the mountain. Mike and Steve had to go home, leaving only Kate and me to get
up. We ran out of food on the north side of Hkakabo, and we had to go down to the Tibetan village. There we were quickly arrested by the Chinese military, interrogated and imprisoned. We signed a four-page confession of misconduct and were deported. Two years later, to my chagrin, the Government of Myanmar granted Japanese
climber Takashi Ozaki permission to climb Hkakabo Razi. Ozaki was an irresistible Himalayan veteran who made his first full ascent to the north side of Everest in 1980. (He will die climbing there in 2011.) He made two unsuccessful attempts at Hkakabo in 1995, but in September 1996, after two months of climbing, Ozaki summited with
Tibetan-born climber Nyima Gyaltsen. He told the Asia Times: I can absolutely say that Hkakabo Razi is one of the most difficult and dangerous mountains in the world. I've never been afraid before like this time. Ozaki published a detailed account of his expedition, but he did not measure the height of the summit using GPS, making the
exact height of the mountain not determined. Young and convinced of our invincibility, Mike, Keith and I talked about returning to Hkakabo. (Steve has moved on to various adventures.) But it wasn't meant to be. died on an expedition in 1995 along with his brother and two two A head whale capsized on its boat in the Arctic Ocean, all of
which died of hypothermia. Mike is survived by his wife and three children. None of us recovered. However, Keith and I continued to do expeditions and often the ice rose together. On January 2, 2009, we were at the fifth icefall field in northern Wyoming. I was naked from a small niche in the ice. He was rising 15 feet below me when we
heard a deafening roar. A patch of ice above us was cut out. Seconds later, tons of ice collapsed. Keith was killed, his neck broken by a blow. There was no reason I lived, and Keith died. We took precautions. He did nothing wrong, and I did nothing to save myself. There was no morality other than the inevitable truth that mountains are
dangerous and sometimes cause terror and sorrow to those who dare to climb them. Lounging at our dinner ledge in the sun at Hkakabo Razi, slurping down hot noodles with Corey and Renan, I remember my lost friends. Mike was funny as Corey, who kept us going through some of the worst moments of the trip with perfectly timed
wisecracks. Keith was as quiet as Renan, always taking in the greatness around him, always a calm voice in the midst of crisis. During these last weeks I spent with Corey and Renan, it was a bit like looking back in time on myself and my dead friends. I recognize these two young men have the same passion for mountain climbing, the
same resolute toughness, the same boundless ambition, and in moments the same sense of bulletproof that Mike, Keith and I had 22 years ago. Our resolve is replenished, we begin to explore the crenellated ridge in front of us, leading to the top. Since the mountain remained largely unexplored, we climb with little knowledge of the area.
Even satellite images do not show the true difficulty of climbing. From the ledge, the route forward looks more demanding than what we have encountered so far. The western ridge of Hkakabo is a two-mile-long saw blade- a series of stone towers separated by sharp snow stakes. Unlike some mountains where you can shoot all the way
to the top, we climbed up and down the uneven ridge line all the way - up the cliff tooth, rappelling down the back, balancing across the snow bridge and then up to the next rocky peak. We're trying to identify a potential route, but the studded ridge weaves like a snake's tail, so we can't see all the obstacles. We do however have a noty
spot which looks like the best location to the bivouac during the night. We pack and start moving, trying to stay on the sunny side of the ridge. It takes us four hours to get to the noty. We are so tired that we can barely stomp the tent of the platform. Our faces were fringed by the ice from breathing so hard. Trying to shove the poles into our
tent, lifts it up like a kite. We throw in our bags, guy it down, and a bunch inside. Buddhist prayer flags surround the stupa in Dahongdam, the last village on the jungle path to the founding of Hkakabo. Although Myanmar is 90 percent Buddhist, most of the communities the team encountered on the route were Christian. Photo Corey
Richards and Renan Ozturk's Tremor bivvy begins, corey tells, as he zips the tent, closing the squealing blackness that descended the mountain. We knew this night was going to be a disaster. In Camp 3 we could see that the ridge had become technical and treacherous. So we ruthlessly reduce the weight of our packages, leaving only
bare essentials, hoping that would be enough to get us to the top and back down. We left our winter sleeping bags and carried only thin overbag sinks. We have one stove, one bottle of fuel, one pot, one spoon, two instant pasta dishes, and we triple crammed into a tent of two people. Sitting knee-deep, our backs pressed against the tent,
we put the stove on the boots and almost suffocate ourselves with boiling water from the snow. One person holds the stove, the other the pot. We wear everything we have. Only our headlights and runny nose stick out from under the hoods of our parks. Renan says little, which is normal. But even Corey is quiet. We slept with each other
for weeks, like poor brothers in the same bed. We know each other's secrets. I know Renan's dealing with a friend's betrayal. I know that Corey is struggling to get married and become a photographer traveling the world. They know that I am haunted by memories of my dead friends, that this mountain is my white whale. My thoughts are
drifting as close to our goal and the ugly struggle of our team and the loss it took on my friendship with Hilaree. Balancing the 60-pound load, the doorman ropes a suspension bridge. The team struggled to find locals to transport the equipment. We had about 35, we wanted about 60, says team member Taylor Rees. Eventually, they had
to leave the equipment behind. Just getting to the foot of Hkakabo Razi took a month. What Hilary and I wanted on the slopes of Everest was what threatened our expedition from the beginning. First we had to cross most of Myanmar. From Yangon we took a night bus to Bagan and then a ferry up the Irrawaddy River to Mandalay, where
we got on a train that bucked and swayed as if it would come off at any moment. In Mitykin, we boarded a plane, where a fellow passenger checked the AK-47 as hand luggage. Upon arrival in Putao, the northernmost city in Kachin state, we spent five days in custody while our climbing permits were batted back and forth among the
officials. Just on foot. Walk. Began a 151-mile trek to the base of Hkakabo through a wet, dark jungle. A dense forest canopy will cast a dim green glow. For two weeks we moved along this tunnel as a track, always growing steeply or plunging suddenly, from one local enclave to another, just as Francis Kingdon-Ward did 77 years ago.
We slept in bamboo houses built on stilts of the Ravang people. Although The state of Kachin is known for its jade and gold mines and illegal logging, people in this far north mostly grow pigs and chickens and grow few rice plots. On the first day of the trip to the jungle, Hilary almost struck a snake. She saw him spiraling on the trail at the
last moment and jumped over it. Ready to blow, the snake's flat head floated from side to side, its black tongue splashed in and out. We all kept our distance except Corey, who knelt down and started clicking on the pictures. Snow White pits viper, he said. It was one of a dozen snakes the toxinologist Soltan Takacs warned us about
before we arrived in Myanmar. If one of us has been bitten, the poison can cause bleeding from the nose, eyes, gums and rectum and can be fatal. We carried two anti-poisons, one for vipers, the other for cobras and extremes, but Takax warned us that relying on antiyoma in the jungle was risky. Porters relax on a bed of bamboo leaves.
In some villages, the team hired entire families, even grandparents, to transport equipment. Most of them were Ravang people who live in remote valleys near the Tibetan border. The leeches were much less dangerous. They will fall on our necks as we are pushed through wet branches or sucking on our feet and feet while crossing the
stream. All day we plucked their bloodied bodies from our skin, leaving bites that had not fully healed for weeks. And then there were the spiders. We were constantly pushing a web the size of fishing nets. Some kept spiders baring fangs so large they were visible a few feet away. Ravang was not immune from the vagaries of the jungle.
In one village, a distraught mother brought a screaming baby to us, her tiny body swollen from infected bites. Hilary and Emily smeared antibiotics with cream on their arms, legs and face. When I asked what would happen to the child, the tribal elder said to me, Everyone here is either getting better on their own or dying. The legs of one of
our youngest porters, a schoolgirl of 12 years old, were so wiped with bites that her skin was as bumpy as that of a toad. She was one of three girls of the same age whom we infamously hired with their brothers, parents and grandparents to carry our gear. We've hired anyone we can find. They all hefted loads with practiced efficiency. We
recruited porters from the same village to help us. to the next village on the trail. Some will work for a few days, others only for a few hours. Sometimes they threw us without words, slipping in in Night. The truth is that we brought too many things - cameras and lighting equipment, laptops, extra batteries, even two drones to get aerial
photography - the paraphernalia of a modern expedition. But it was all useless without strong enough backs to carry it. So we started leaving bags of equipment in the villages we were going through until we dropped to a quarter of our original load. Almost any other time, we would encounter a lot of locals along this trail willing to make
$15 a day, double the local wage. But when we arrived in the fall of 2014, Hkakabo Razi incredibly became the front page of the news. Walking carefully, the porters follow a narrow path cut in the direction of the ravine. One slip and you were a goner, says Mark, who previously tried Hkakabo in 1993. There are so many ways to die
before you can even see the mountain. On September 10, 2014, three weeks before our team left the United States, an Associated Press headline read: The search for missing climbers begins in Myanmar. An all-Burmese expedition of eight people went to Hkakabo to put one of its citizens on the highest peak of the country. It was a
matter of national pride. On August 31, after two weeks of climbing, two crew members signaled from somewhere near the summit. Nothing else was heard of them. Huge searches were carried out. Porters were recruited from local villages to supply search teams. Choppers buzzed over the jungle between Putao and the mountain. Then
one of the helicopters with two pilots and a passenger disappeared. The search for the climbers was suspended, after which the search for the helicopter began. Nine days later, a helicopter passenger flew out of the jungle and led rescuers to the pilots: one was alive but badly burned, the other died. After decades of quiet obscurity,
Hkakabo Razi claimed three lives in one month. Another American mountaineering team was partly behind this sudden Burmese attention to the mountain. A year earlier, Andy Tyson, a guide from Teton, led a U.S.-Burma expedition to a nearby summit called Gamlang Razi. After studying modern Russian topographical maps as well as
images from Google Earth, Tyson determined that Gamlang could actually be taller than Hkakabo. Tyson's team made their first ascent to Gamlong Razi in September 2013. Using a GPS class, they measured its height at 19,259 feet. Although it was still 37 feet lower than Hkakabo's 1925 British survey height of 19296, it was taller than
the 18,671 feet that Russian surveyors calculated in the 1970s and 1980s. No one in Burma wanted to believe that Gamlang was taller than Hkakabo, Tyson told me last year, noting that Hkakabo is a long-revered symbol of national pride and a foreigner, calling him some Burmese have questioned. (Tragically, Andy Tyson was killed on a
plane April.) In fact, the Burmese expedition intended to prove that Hkakabo Razi was still the highest peak in the country. Before disappearing on the upper reaches of the mountain, their ill-fated climbers passed GPS readings of 18,996 feet. In my own research, I contacted Robert Crippen, an Earth scientist for NASA. We discussed
different methods of measuring Gamlong and Hkakabo. The real point is that errors of 30 metres or more can be non-obvious, and it's about the difference in those peaks, he said. So we have evidence, but no evidence for which one is higher. The highest mountain in Myanmar will remain a mystery until someone stood on top of Hkakabo
with GPS. Renan, Corey, and I pass a spoon, each of us swallows hot soup, while the wind punches through the tent like a boxer working in a heavy bag. When the pot cools down, we hand it around and sn out the last of the liquid. We pack the snow in a saucepan, put it back on the stove and continue to melt the snow until each of us
has a full bottle of hot water with which we will sleep on the chest. It's so cold, we'd rather just stay locked together around a purring oven all night-screw toxic fumes, but we don't have enough fuel. We turn off the stove knowing that the coming hours will feel like a few days. We organize our ropes and packages under ourselves and try to
find some way we can all stretch. If we lie on our side, it's just possible. Nothing I like more than a spoon with two really smelly dudes, Corey jokes. At dawn on the ridge near the top of Hkakabo Razi, Renan prepares to command the final push to reach the top. In 1996, Takashi Ozaki and his climbing partner, Ima Gyaltsen, became the
only climbers to have successfully reached the summit of Hkakabo Razi. We are so broken together that none of us can move without elbows or knees of each other. We don't expect to sleep. We expect to be hurt. We pull our balaclavas down over our faces as knights close their visors in preparation for battle. We put our mittens under
our hips to isolate them from the snow. Renan and I are outside, against the frost-covered tent walls, while skinny Corey is in the middle. It's like being buried together in a little tomb. We lie there for hours, each of us floats in our own dark thoughts. I'm freezing, I say in the dark of night. I tried to keep it for hours. My back was against the
wall of the tent for so long the cold penetrated my chest. I need to start baking or something. Get in the middle, I'll take the outside, says Corey. We're haggling places, and I'm not warming up, but I'm not ok cold. We remain in this position for as long as we can withstand it. In the darkest, coldest hour, starting to imagine, someone finds
our ours bodies lined up in the snow like crooked logs. Finally, the dawn comes. A snow-covered couloir threatens to envelop Hilary (left) and Emily (below) as they climb onto its powdery flank. The risk of avalanches and rockfalls increased as the team moved higher on steep, foggy terrain. Back in the jungle, two days before reaching
base camp, we met a bone-weary, hollow-eyed Japanese team that was retreating from Hkakabo, as if returning from the front line of an epic battle. We heard about them and were concerned that they would have a summit ahead of us, making all our efforts pointless before we even got to see the mountain. But they were detained
because of the rescue of Burmese climbers. Eventually, they made their own attempt through the western ridge, which was also the route we set out to take. Their group leader, Hiro Kuraoka, was wounded. He slipped among the boulders and badly bruised his buttocks. Although Hiro was lying in a sleeping bag with a bulging bruise on
his back, he was animated and generous, explaining his itinerary in detail and showing us numerous topography photos from various camps. He said they were stopped a few hundred feet from the top on the edge of razor-sharp snow and sharp, insurmountable tops. As two military platoons passed at night, we exchanged supplies. We
gave Hiro a bottle of ibuprofen and he gave us a fuel stove and rope. His team was defeated, but alive, that ultimately all that really matters. After almost two weeks of hiking, we finally climbed from the foul-smelling jungle to the rising southern flank of Hkakabo. Tropical humidity gave way to an invigorating alpine mist, and we dug in our
wool bags and down jackets. We all lost weight and got tired of the hard hike. And we didn't have much time. When we were planning an expedition, we agreed to be home for Thanksgiving. In the time of Kingdon Ward, the end point of the expedition was rarely pre-set time, but nowadays time is the least affordable commodity. We only
had 10 days before we had to start our trek. I knew it took Ozaki 25 days from base camp to climb the mountain. Over the next week we put in three camps up the spine of the western ridge, but under the pressure of time and faced difficulties of the terrain, the relationship between the team was weared out. I was particularly concerned
when Hilary reached Camp 2 dangerously hypothermia. We got it warm but it was a cautionary moment. The next day, climbing into Camp 3, neither Emily nor Hilary seemed comfortable on the steep, open faces of ice and snow and moved slowly. Blocked tooth-like spires of rock, Mark turns back from the ridge leading to the snowy top
of Hkakabo. To continue, the team would have to spend the night without food, tents or sleeping We would have lost the numbers if it wasn't for our lives, Corey says. In B we should have expected such a slower pace. Emily is a national champion in sports climbing, but she had little experience climbing this type of mixed terrain. Hilary is
a well-known skier with some challenging climbing expeditions on her resume. But Corey, Renan, and I have a deeper experience in this type of environment. Corey was the first American at pakistan's 26,362-foot Gasherbrum II summit in the winter, and survived an avalanche in the process. Renan was part of a team that climbed to the
top of India's 20,702-foot Meru Central through the Fin Shark, a brutal climb many considered impossible. During 35 years of ascent I made my first ascents to Antarctica and the Rocky Hills, the Alps and the Himalayas. This experience did not change any of the inherent dangers of us, but it meant that the three of us were able to move
faster and implicitly trust each other in our lives, as we tried at the summit. That night, in Camp 3, Renan and Corey both privately expressed concern about climbing further with the whole team. We spent the next day in our acclimatization tents and there was no way around the painful conversation. In his soft path, Renan noted that
climbing would get more dangerous. It was also noted that the three people moving fast had the best chance of peaking in the short time we left. Emily readily agreed that she was in over her head. But Hilary was deeply offended and insisted that she should go to the summit. I explained that it was a security issue for the whole team, but
Hilary was injured. I'll say one thing, she said, her voice with emotion as she left the tent, You, Mark, for a vote of confidence. There is nothing more murderous in the mountains than arrogance, but arrogance is fundamental to climbing mountains. All serious climbers have a great ego. You can't take the risks and constant suffering of big
mountains without it. We can talk like Buddhists, but don't be fooled, we're actually narcissists - purposeful, masochistic daffodils. Almost all of us, at some point in our grief, defied logic and refused to turn around, as Hillary did now. Some of us have been fortunate enough to survive these erroneous moments. It may seem harsh, but I'm
in a season in my climbing career where openness and honesty trump polite silence, even with my friends. We were all tired, frivolous from the air, afraid of what lies ahead, and the conversations over the next hours escalated into shouts, accusations and recriminations. In the end, Corey couldn't stand it and said that Hilary could take his
place on the summit team. Renan and I were concerned but reluctantly agreed to a new plan. At three the next morning, when we started to rope up, with the freezing Tibetan wind howling, Hilaree the right decision. She said it was too cold for arguing that if she had a second bout with hypothermia, she could jeopardize the team. She told
Corey to leave instead. Exhausted and frustrated, Corey (left) and Mark sit by a campfire in Pangnamdim, one of the last villages on the way out of the jungle. We wanted an old-school adventure and we got one, says Mark. As for success? The mountain always decides. Photo Renan Ozturk Why are we doing this? Corey asks, struggling
like an acrobat, to put his boots inside a tiny tent. Really! Why? His hands are too numb to tie his shoelaces. Because it's so much fun, Renan speaks dryly, pressing his elbows to the snapping wall of the tent. After 39 days of boats and trains, snakes and leeches; after clawing up the sheer faces of the Hkakabo West Ridge; today is the
day of the summit. Each of us takes bullets of steaming tea until the pot is empty and then reluctantly crawl out of the tent in the beating wind. Spindrift is circling around us. The sun is a distant cold ball. We push on our cramps, rope up, and start climbing. Our legs and fingers were numb, but the moving blows trembled in the tent. Our
blood begins to pump, and the heat gradually returns to our nuclei. Together we pass the first of a series of large stone spires. On both sides, a mile below us, it's an ocean of clouds. If one of us had slipped off a ridge similar to a spear, the only way to save our lives would have been for the next climber on the rope to quickly fold from the
opposite side, both men praying in a millisecond of potential oblivion that the rope did not pull the tight over the knife-sharp stone and tore. This is the depth of trust required in mountaineering. This is how you go beyond yourself and bond with climbing partners. That's the reason we're going up. We're going to a small point of snow to
revise. I'm scared, Corey says. I'm really (exploitative) scared. I think we should turn around. His naked honesty is strangely comforting. He says what we all feel. But Renan and I are not ready to turn back. I walk down around a snow-covered block, up a narrow corridor between two slabs of rock, a detour along a crescent of snow, and
suddenly the entire route to the top appears in front of me. I'm terrified. We knew we had another deep clipping in the ridge to negotiate, but now I see that it's filled with massive stone teeth like a dinosaur's jawbone. It would take us a few hours, and in the night to climb through that wind gnawed his mouth. It will take another night on the
mountain to the summit, but this time without a tent, stove, food or water. We sat on a ledge on a mountainside in the wind in the dark, and we froze to death. This is the point of return. I understand that we will not reach the top. We will not measure the height of Hkakabo Razi. We will not solve the mystery of Myanmar's highest mountain.
I was Photo by Mike Moe and Keith Spencer for the entire expedition. In it, Mike and Keith stand on the mountain in plump down coat, helmets and a broad smile. I so furiously wanted to place this picture on top. But it doesn't have to be. I paw out of a small hole and place a photo in the snow. I take a GPS reading at our high point,
18,841 feet, and then slowly climb back along the Renan and Cory ridges. They already know that our expedition is over. All we want now is to come to life. This expedition was organized by a grant from the National Geographic Expedition board and The North Face. Face.
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